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Italy makes pitch for euro asset servicing
By Siobhan Riding 27 January 2017

An Italian lobby group is embarking on a charm offensive to persuade London-based custody
banks to shift euro-denominated securities servicing business to Italy post-Brexit.

Select Milano, which promotes Milan as a financial centre, will carry out a roadshow in the UK
capital in the spring to meet custodian banks and collateral managers that carry out euro
swap transactions for clients including investment funds.

The group intends to make the case for the relocation of euro-denominated clearing –
alongside related activities such as securities services used by funds – to Milan.

Select Milano is keen to attract “all the constituent parts of the ecosystem that makes up euro-
clearing”, seeking to position the northern Italian city as the destination of choice for the
activity post-Brexit, says chairman Bepi Pezzulli.

The lobby group is working on the premise that euro-clearing will have to move from London
following the UK's departure from the European Union. Benoit Coeure, a member of the
European Central Bank’s executive board, said last week that it would be “challenging” for
regulations to allow euro clearing in the UK after Brexit.

“If euro clearing moves, [custodian banks] will need a euro trading desk in the eurozone,” says
Mr Pezzulli.

Mr Pezzulli says Select Milano has already held “private discussions” with institutions that
could potentially relocate aspects of their business to Milan.

He says the aim of the upcoming roadshow will be to draw attention to the range of initiatives
and legislative changes pushed through by Select Milano aimed at making Milan more
competitive.

For example the group has convinced the Italian regulator to set up a new body called the
Arbitration for Financial Disputes, which would allow UK firms with a presence in Milan to



resolve disputes quickly and apply English law.

Other measures secured by Select Milano include a so-called brain redux law that offers tax
incentives to executives who relocate to Milan, amendments to capital gains tax and the
creation of the European Economic Interest Grouping, which allows for the cross-ownership
and cross-management of firms based in London and Milan.

But, unlike rivals such as France and Luxembourg, Italy does not intend to pitch for London-
based asset management business, says Mr Pezzulli.

Mr Pezzulli, the former head of legal and compliance at BlackRock’s Italian arm, says he
believes asset management will be one of the sectors “least touched by Brexit”, since the
majority of fund firms already have fund ranges domiciled in the EU via Luxembourg and
Ireland.

As a result there is no reason for Milan to position itself as an additional cross-border fund
domicile, he says.

“Why would you need to have yet another European [fund] hub in the eurozone when you
already have two that work very well?”

Mr Pezzulli is also confident that EU funds will be able to delegate portfolio management back
to the UK post-Brexit, meaning investment activity can continue to be located in London.

“Milan has never traditionally been an asset management hub.

“We don’t see the need to further fragment the industry and create a new asset management
hub ex novo.”

Instead Select Milano intends to focus its efforts on euro clearing and related securities
servicing used by funds.

According to Mr Pezzulli, around 2,000 London-based euro trading jobs will have to move
post-Brexit – a fair proportion of which carry out transactions on behalf of funds.

Mr Pezzulli estimates that if the euro-clearing market moves to Milan, a total of 11,000 jobs
could be created in the city, including support roles associated with euro trading.

At present London clears some €570bn a day in euro-denominated derivative transactions.
Paris clears €141bn, ahead of Milan’s €10bn.

Despite this Mr Pezzulli says Milan is better placed than rivals Paris and Frankfurt to nab
London’s euro-clearing business due to its clearing house and depositary trust company being
wholly owned by the London Stock Exchange group.

Relocating euro clearing to Milan “would keep the market on the balance sheet of the LSE
group” and would be “the lesser evil [for the UK]”, he says.


